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Follow boy and girl twins as they learn what potties are for, struggle to make their
potties work, wet their pants along the way then finally triumph. Not only do they
learn how to wee and poo on the potty, they also progress to the big loo! Both an
entertaining flap book and a practical guide, this book is invaluable for toddlers
and parents. Part of the bestselling award-winning series. Other titles include
What is poo?, What are germs?, What are stars? and What is sleep? Large
sturdy flaps are perfect for little fingers. With simple but informative text and
charming illustrations on every page.
After formally announcing that she has to go pee-pee or poo-poo, a princess
rides her royal pony to the royal bathroom where she goes potty and gets a
special princess sticker for her tiara as a reward.
My Potty Book for Girls is an inspirational book specially designed to take the
worry out of potty training for parents and toddlers alike. It provides the perfect
introduction for young boys about to embark on this new stage of their
development. Sensitive photographs show girls following the potty-training
process and taking their first steps to becoming nappy free. In humorous, step-bystep sequences, the toddlers show their teddies how to use the potty correctly
and with pride. Narrated by young children in lively, rhyming text, it is fun,
motivating, and place the emphasis on praise for a job well done! In addition to
the book, the pull-out chart and star stickers are perfect for those parents wishing
to encourage their child to use a potty and reward success.
'Alfie is a little scamp. He can walk and burp and laugh. He loves choo choo
trains and pets and blowing bubbles in the bath. Alf still wears a nappy, because
he's only two. He doesn't need to worry about where he does a poo!' And so
begins the hilarious, rhythmic tale about a little boy who is rebelling against being
toilet trained by using every receptacle around the family home to dispose of his
poo. With fun rhyming text perfectly paired with a unique illustration style, this title
is sure to be a winner!
Many parents experience a long and bumpy ride along the road to a nappy-free
existence. Advice on offer from grandparents, friends and professionals is often
conflicting, leaving parents unsure of how and when to potty train their child. In
Potty Training in One Week, bestselling author Gina Ford sets out a simple, easyto-follow programme that works quickly and avoids many of the common pitfalls
parents encounter. This clearly organised book makes potty training easy, and
even fun. Including updated information on: - How to know when your child is
really ready - How to make potty training fun for your child - How to reward - How
to deal with accidents - What to do when you go out - What to do at sleep times
Princess Polly is a best-selling, potty-training phenomenon! Now her well-loved
potty adventure comes to life for the first time in an interactive sticker activity
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book, ideal for sharing with a potty-training child. Princess Polly is getting rid of
her nappies and learning to use the potty like a big girl! Follow her on her potty
training adventure and join in by adding stickers to the story. Then fill in your very
own potty training reward chart at the end! With over 70 bright stickers, Princess
Polly's Potty activity book is perfect for helping little girls feel confident and
motivated about using the potty.
(back panel) Hannah and Henry sing " "Bye-Bye Diapers!" " Hannah and Henry
are two happy kids with an exciting story to tell--and they want to share it with
little boys and girls everywhere! They're graduating from diapers and learning to
use the potty. Toddlers can follow along with their growing-up adventure . . . and
then use this package's miniature doll and toy potty to reenact Hannah's or
Henry's potty training story as part of their own potty training program. Kids will
have fun as they learn to use the potty with their "Bye-Bye Diapers Potty
Pack"--and Moms and Dads will love it too. Check this package's bottom panel
for complete list of potty training items inside (bottom panel) Hannah's Bye-Bye
Diapers Potty Pack Featuring The Potty Book & DVD for Girls Hannah Doll
Teddy Bear & Potty"
Readers of all ages will vividly remember trying to peek at hidden gift packages;
writing scrolls of wish lists to Santa; and struggling to behave at formal Christmas
dinner parties. Always in the background, we know Santa Claus is watching,
soon to decide if David deserves a shiny new fire truck or a lump of coal under
the tree. From playing with delicate ornaments to standing in an endlessly long
line for Santa, here are common Christmas activities--but with David's naughty
trimmings. A surefire hit that is destined to be an annual classic.
"But Captain, we're not tired yet! We're terrors of the seven seas! We're rough tough
noisy pirates! Just five more minutes, please!" Captain Cutlass's crew aren't quite ready
for bed yet. What jobs can he find to keep his trusty pirates busy? Why, there's washing
to scrub and hats to stitch and cracks in the hull to seal with pitch! With delightful
rhyming text, humorous illustrations, and read-along audio narration, Five Minutes to
Bed! will help your little darlings go to bed and stay there.
This fourth edition of this book comes with glossy stickers. Stimulating interest in
children is key to potty training success. Motivate and reward children using the 126 full
color glossy girl potty stickers. Positive reinforcement gives children pride and a sense
of self-accomplishment. The 126 girl stickers (each a one inch diameter circle) have
images of different potty related subjects - no repetition. Many stickers have toddler
boys for children to imitate. After successful potty attempts, place a sticker on the
child's shirt or use the chart (which you can hang like a calendar) provided. Potty
training works when it's fun!
Peppa and George practise lots of important skills, such as tidying up, saying please
and thank you, brushing their teeth and crossing the road safely in this fun activity book.
Your child can join in too, with the reward chart on each page and stickers to
congratulate them with on a job well done. There's even space to add your own
challenge for whatever your child most needs help practising!
Follow Pirate Polly as she swaps her nappy for big girl pants and begins to use the
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potty for the first time. Clear, practical text and engaging illustrations help to counter
many of the anxieties both children and parents may feel during potty training.
Pirate Pete I'm a New Big Brother is a sound book describing the excitement and fun of
having a new sibling and becoming a brother. The simple text and colourful illustrations
will help little boys understand what happens when a new baby joins the family and how
lovely it is to be a big brother. This book is part of Ladybird's successful Pirate Pete and
Princess Polly series, and is the perfect companion to Pirate Pete's Potty book.
This lift-the-flap book is a fresh and funny take on the potty-training book from the
amazing picture-book illustrator Sam Lloyd. Little Moo Monster is growing up and no
longer happy to be in a diaper. Moo wants to be more grown up than his baby sister. So
the lovable monster discards his diaper and suddenly there's poop everywhere! Mom
gets a potty, and Moo practices sitting on it until, finally...success! Moo can progress to
grown-up underpants that he can pull up and down--which means he can go to the
Monster Pant Party with all his little potty-trained friends. With flaps to lift and clever
paper engineering, plus great illustrations and laugh-out-loud humor, Sam Lloyd's book
will be the perfect potty-training tool for all toddlers and their parents.
A guide to toilet training boys that provides step-by-step guidance, and discusses boyspecific concerns--such as standing, sitting, and aiming--how to fit toilet training into
busy schedules, and tips to help late starters.
When you've got to go, you've got to go But where? There comes a point in every
toddler's life when the question must be raised - should I go in my potty? With pitchperfect humour and pacing, Leslie Patricelli follows one baby's thoughts and hilarious
actions as they learn to use the potty for the first time.
Every little superhero needs to use the potty he just needs to know where to go! Help
your own little superhero explore the idea of using a potty as he makes the potty
training journey toward wearing big boy pants. Potty Superhero is an adorable book
illustrated by Mabel Forsyth to show your little superhero how to use the potty.
Encourages and motivates toddlers beginning to potty train and reach the finish line to
be nappy free! Make potty training fun by encouraging interest in toilet training Fun
illustrations and cute superhero story offer a positive approach for parents and
caregivers Thick board pages for little hands to carry around wherever your superhero
goes Ages 18 months+
Princess Polly's Potty Sticker Activity BookLadybird Books
Photographs and text provide encouragement for girls learning to use the potty,
covering new underpants, sitting nicely, washing hands, and more. Includes reward
stickers.
Harry likes running and climbing and jumping - but he does not like his nappy! It's time
to learn how to be a potty superstar. Join Harry on his journey to becoming a potty
superstar and learn all about potties, washing hands and accidents. Soon, you'll have a
potty superstar of your own! Toddler Triumphs will reassure, encourage and celebrate
the successes (and sometime accidents!) of toddlers learning how to use the potty.
Tabbed pages encourage toddlers to turn the pages themselves, and the funny text and
bright art will have little ones coming back to the book over and over again.
Prudence learns how to use a real potty with the help of her mother.
Even princesses use the potty! Follow Princess Polly on her potty-training adventure
and press the sound button to cheer her along!
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Monty LOVES inventing But things don't always work - His walking toaster ran away
And the robot went BERSERK! But then one day Monty found a book with instructions
on how to create inventions very rare... read it if you dare! 'Fun, colourful and dynamic
for 3+. It will brighten Halloween no end.' The Times 'This brand new picture book from
the Aliens Love Underpants creators is great...This book will be enjoyed again and
again.' We Love this Book 'A fabulous book combining fun, rhythmic text and bright,
dynamic illustrations.' Creative Steps 'Brilliantly zany illustrations tell you the story along
with the rhyming text. There's a big - and hilarious - surprise at the end. A really
enjoyable book.' Parents in Touch 'A monstrous new tale…full of riotous rhyme and boy
appeal.' The Bookseller 'No Aliens this Christmas, but fans can look forward to a
monstrous new invention from the award-winning author and illustrator team.' The
Bookseller Children's Buyer's Guide 'It's a cracking read, very grisly and very
compelling.' The Bookseller Children's Buyers Guide 'The brilliant Aliens Love
Underpants pair have dreamed up a big, bold thriller of a picture book...this is a
guaranteed favourite.' Daily Mail
Ashley learns to pee and poop in her potty and makes the transition from diapers to biggirl pants, in an oversized potty training book that includes tips for successful potty
teaching.

Simple text and illustrations of a child with a teddy bear using the potty introduce
toilet training. On board pages.
Why are girls ready for toilet training earlier than boys are? Why are girls more
prone to accidents? How do I know if my daughter is ready? From the authors of
Potty Training Boys the Easy Way, this guide provides a clear, step-by-step plan
for training girls, including strategies for making potty-time fun, parenting
differently for different personalities, and handling specific situations, such as
what to do when there is no toilet nearby and ways to stay dry throughout the
night. Practical and reassuring, Potty Training Girls the Easy Way will give your
family the confidence to successfully achieve this important milestone.
This sticker activity book is the perfect way of learning about London, with
puzzles to complete, pictures to colour in, mazes to find your way through - and,
of course, hundreds of stickers to use! Can you draw your own dinosaur that
could live in Crystal Palace Park? Can you decorate Buckingham Palace using
stickers? Or how about finding your way through the London Underground
maze? Whether you're planning a sight-seeing trip around the captial, searching
for a souvenir or just looking for something to keep your child occupied, the
activities in this book will guarantee hours of fun!
This book has been optimised for colour devices. Follow Pirate Pete as he swaps
his nappy for big boy pants and begins to use the potty for the first time. Clear,
practical text and engaging illustrations in this e-book help to counter many of the
anxieties both children and parents may feel during potty training. Pirate Pete
really works! He has helped thousands of toddlers to potty success. As featured
on the Chris Evans breakfast show on BBC Radio 2. "Evans told listeners: 'Pirate
Pete is king of the potty. You read it to your kid six months before they are ready
- every night so it's hard-wired into them. " Daily Mail, 6th August 2011.
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With interactive flaps and child-appealing text, the author describes the steps a
toddler must go through in learning how to use the potty.
Join Bing on a toilet training adventure in this interactive sound book - perfect for
encouraging young children to use the toilet with confidence. Bing doesn't use his
potty anymore - he uses the big toilet, and you can too! It can be scary at first,
but with a little practise you'll be catching the Toilet Train in no time. Bingsters will
love pressing the sound button and joining in the fun. Choo! Choo! Catching the
toilet train. . . it's a Bing thing!
Pirate Pete is a best-selling, potty-training phenomenon! Now his well-loved potty
adventure comes to life for the first time in an interactive sticker activity book,
ideal for sharing with a potty-training child. Pirate Pete is getting rid of his nappies
and learning to use the potty like a big boy! Follow him on his potty training
adventure and join in by adding stickers to the story. Then fill in your very own
potty training reward chart at the end! With over 70 bright stickers, Pirate Pete's
Potty activity book is perfect for helping little boys feel confident and motivated
about using the potty.
This spick and span crew of pirates have had enough of Pete's pongy feet! So
he's been ordered to walk the plank. But it turns out that hungry sharks didn't like
the smell of cheese either. What will the pirates do without Pete's feet to keep
those snappy sharks away? Have fun sticking the cheesy scratch and sniff
stickers to the pirates in this riotous, rhyming romp! Pirate Pete and His Smelly
Feet is the first Macmillan picture book for Lucy Rowland and Mark Chambers. A
fun, fast-paced story illustrated with vibrant colour and humour, and with a very
smelly ending!
"With lots of friendly advice and a special sticker reward chart, potty time is fun ad easy. Byebye diapers!"--P. [4] of cover.
It's time to celebrate Christmas with Maisy in this brand new sticker book! Join Maisy and
friends in the count-down to the big day, using your stickers to fill in the fun on every page!
Help decorate the Christmas tree, add skaters to the ice rink, hang the stockings, and leave a
tasty treat for Father Christmas!
The Big Steps series is designed to help little ones cope with everyday experiences in their
lives. In No More Nappies, meet Millie and Mo - two adorable toddlers who are ready to ditch
their nappies and learn how to use the potty. Follow the ups and downs of their potty-training
journey brought to life with fun flaps and mechanisms. Each page has really helpful bedtime
tips for parents and carers that are endorsed by leading Early Years Consultant, Dr Amanda
Gummer. With delightful illustrations from Marion Cocklico, No More Nappies is a brilliant way
to introduce potty training in a fun and relatable way.For more toddler tips read I'm Not Sleepy:
Helping Toddlers Go To Sleep.
In this interactive book with lift flaps, Elmo helps his little cousin Albie learn to use the potty.
Lulu does potty-training! Join in with Lulu's toilet adventures as she learns how to use potties
and proper loos. Lulu is given a special present by Mummy - her very own potty. Lulu does her
first wee-wee in the potty. Soon she's sitting on her potty everywhere - in the kitchen, in her
bedroom, in the playroom, even in the garden! Then Lulu graduates from wearing nappies to
wearing big girl knickers and using the big toilet, with a few tiny accidents along the way.
Timothy Pope is looking out into the night with his telescope. Is that really a shark he can see?
Turn the page and find out . . . Children will delight in peeping through the die-cut holes and
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guessing what Tim has spotted.
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